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 In Memory of
 Robert Rauschenberg (1925-2008)

 ROSALIND KRAUSS

 Robert Rauschenberg was a contemporary Freud - working on the side of
 the depth of subjectivity against the steamrolling it had undergone at the hands
 of Pop. Andy Warhol and Rauschenberg had turned to the photo silk screen at
 about the same time. In the early
 1960s, Warhol profited from the
 reproductive process of color sepa-
 ration to flatten the human subjects
 he portrayed to nothing but cos-
 metic facades: Marilyn Monroe
 already a studio-produced reproduc-
 tion of "herself." Ignoring the im-
 perative deconstruction of subjectiv-
 ity, Rauschenberg invented a new
 way of maintaining it for the end of
 the century. To achieve this, Robert
 Rauschenberg imported into his use
 of the photo-silkscreen the same
 experience of collage that had lay-
 ered and deepened his earlier
 Combines.

 Leo Steinberg wrote elo-
 quently of the surfaces of the
 Combines in his 1972 essay "Other
 Criteria." There he made the anal-

 ogy between these works, with their
 accumulation of material, to "hard

 surfaces such as tabletops, studio
 floors, charts, bulletin boards - any
 receptor surface on which data is
 entered, on which information may
 be received, printed, impressed -

 Robert Rauschenberg.
 Retroactive I. 1963.

 © Estate of Robert Rauschenberg/
 Licensed by VAGA, New York, NY.
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 whether coherently or in confusion."1 To speak of the reception of data or informa-
 tion is to liken these concatenated surfaces to a matrix of consciousness - all the

 more eloquent when the portrait subject is John F. Kennedy, as in Retroactive I
 (1963). Steinberg reports jasper Johns as saying that Rauschenberg was the man
 who in this century had invented the most since Picasso. For Steinberg, the inven-
 tion of the Combines was the "flatbed picture plane," his word "flatbed" borrowed
 from the vocabulary of printers' instruments (of which the flatbed was the tray into

 which the typesetter s separate lines
 of lead were fitted before being
 inserted into the press).

 Gravity required this plane to be
 horizontal: what Steinberg had
 called a "receptor surface." Creating
 the analogy between the collaged
 information and human subjectivity
 or consciousness was an "invention"

 indeed, one into which Picasso him-

 self had not entered. Rauschenberg's
 "receptor surface" seemed to define
 the task of art as the extension of

 subjectivity, while Warhol countered
 this by his famous dictum, "I want to
 be a machine." Rauschenberg's picto-
 rial medium is thus traditional: a

 depth that can include the human
 subject.

 Michel Foucault ends Ceci nest pas
 une pipe, his study of Rene Magritte,
 with the lines, "A day will come
 when, by means of similitude relayed
 indefinitely along the length of a
 series, the image itself, along with
 the name it bears, will lose its iden-

 tity. Campbell, Campbell, Campbell,
 Campbell."2 Rauschenberg's service to subjectivity and conscious saves him from the
 steamroller of Warhol's portraits: Campbell, Campbell, Campbell.

 Rauschenberg was to subjectivity as Gerhard Richter has been to history.
 Both exploit the photograph to these ends.

 Rauschenberg. Estate . 1964. ©Estate of Robert
 Rauschenberg/ Licensed by VAGA, New York, NY.

 1. Leo Steinberg, "Other Criteria," in Other Criteria: Confrontations with Twentieth-Century Art
 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007 [1972]), p. 84.
 2. Michel Foucault, This Is Not a Pipe (1968), trans, and ed. James Harkness (Berkeley: University
 of California Press, 1983), p. 54.
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 Rauschenberg. Persimmon. 1964. ©Estate of Robert
 Rauschenberg/ Licensed by VAGA, New York, NY.
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